INTRODUCTION
This is the first in a series of papers on the spectral theory of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on infinite-volume, constant negative curvature manifolds that arise as quotients of hyperbolic n-dimensional space O-U" by a geometrically finite, discrete group r of hyperbolic isometries. The object of the series is to analyze the associated Eisenstein series and scattering matrix using techniques of stationary scattering theory for the Schrodinger equation.
Recall that a discrete group r of hyperbolic isometries is called geometrically finite if it admits a fundamental domain F in W" which is a finite-sided geodesic polygon. r has cotinite volume if F has finite hyperbolic volume, and coinfinite volume otherwise. In what follows, we always consider coinfinite volume f. By identifying sides of F in accordance with the action of r, we may view F as a Riemannian manifold M" with metric induced from the hyperbolic metric on 0-O". M" carries a Laplace-Beltrami operator .4 whose spectral analysis is our object.
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The spectral theory of -A for coinfinite volume groups f has recently been the focus of great interest. Patterson [28] (see also Fay [ 121) studied infinite-volume quotients of W'. He extended Selberg's [36] program for harmonic analysis on Riemannian locally symmetric spaces from finitevolume hyperbolic surfaces (which include the fundamental domain for the celebrated modular group f = PSL(2, Z)) to infinite-volume surfaces whose covering groups are finitely generated Fuchsian groups. Patterson showed that the spectral resolution of the LaplaceeBeltrami operator is furnished by appropriate Eisenstein series: he analytically continued these series and derived a functional equation for them that involves the scattering matrix for -A. His approach exploits the Poisson kernel for hyperbolic two-dimensional space together with Selberg's theory of point-pair invariants and a subtle analysis. Mandouvalos [23, 42, 43 , 443 extended Patterson's work to certain Kleinian groups acting on W3. Lax and Phillips [22] have applied their formulation of scattering theory [16, 171 to the case of geometrically finite, discrete groups f of isometries acting on W". In the coinlinite volume case, they recover absence of singular continuous spectrum together with an explicit spectral representation for the Laplacee Beltrami operator in terms of the Radon transform. Previously, they studied the cofinite volume case with their methods [17, 191 , motivated by the work of Faddeev [lo] and Faddeev-Pavlov [ 111: in this case they were able to prove the Selberg trace formula for colinite volume groups r and to show that the associated Eisenstein series could be analytically continued. It appears to be difficult to extend these results to the coinfinite volume case by the Lax-Phillips method: this difficulty motivates the search for alternative approaches to spectral analysis of the Laplace-Beltrami operator in the coinfinite volume case.
Our approach to spectral analysis in this setting is motivated by Patterson [28] , who took note of the striking analogy between the spectral theory of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on an infinite-volume hyperbolic surface and the scattering of a quantum-mechanical particle. We will apply stationary scattering theory for the Schrodinger equation in the form due to Agmon [1] and Agmon-Hormander [3] (cf. Reed-Simon [34] and Hiirmander [14] for expository treatments and a guide to the extensive literature in stationary scattering theory). Technically, our method is very close to that of Constantin [6] .
After this work was completed, we learned that Agmon [40, 41] has obtained very complete results on spectral theory and analyticity of Eisenstein series for hyperbolic manifolds using techniques similar to those adopted here. Using a pseudo-differential operator calculus developed by Melrose and Mendoza [26] , Mazzeo and Melrose [25] have obtained analytic continuation of Eisenstein series for geometrically finite, coinlinite volume groups I-of isometries of W".
In this paper we obtain absence of singular spectrum, existence of boundary values of the resolvent, and stability of the absolutely continuous spectrum, for geometrically finite, coinfinite volume discrete groups f of isometries of I-U" with no parabolic elements. We will show how to treat groups with parabolic elements in [30] . We recover the results of LaxPhillips [22] and improve perturbation results of Philips et al. [33] (except for groups with parabolics; cf. [30] ). The absence of singular spectrum is obtained in Theorem 5.1, the spectral representation in Theorem 5.2, and stability of the continuous spectrum in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
In the sequels to this paper [29, 303, we will use the techniques developed here to analytically continue Eisenstein series for a large class of discrete groups, including some groups with parabolic elements.
STATIONARY SCATTERING THEORY
In this section we fix notation (see Appendix), review some basic facts about the Laplacian on M", and summarize the analysis that follows.
We model W" by the upper half-space {z= (x, ~7): XE lRn-', YE R+) with the Poincare metric ds' = J -2(dx' + dy2). The "sphere at infinity" consists of I??-' together with the point at infinity. Geodesic hyperplanes are Euclidean hyperplanes parallel to the y axis and hemispheres over KY-'. If r is a geometrically finite, discrete group of hyperbolic isometries with no parabolic elements, then M" = W"/T admits a finite atlas of conformal charts of the following types (cf. [21] ): (i) interior charts mapped onto the unit ball of HI", or onto a sector of the ball if the chart contains the fixed point of an elliptic motion of r and (ii) charts at infinity mapped onto the cylinder {(x, y): 1x1'< 1, y~(0, l)}, or the cross product of a sector of the unit sphere in R" -' and (0, 1) if the chart contains a fixed point at infinity of an elliptic motion of K The "sphere at infinity" for M" is a compact manifold Q: an atlas for Q is given by the boundaries at y = 0 of charts of type (ii) with the induced transition maps. The closure of M" is a C" manifold ii?" with boundary 0.
The Laplace-Beltrami operator on M" acts in local coordinates as A = E'" 8,. I?' pn 8,. + y2 a:; we also denote by A the Friedrichs extension of the obvious Dirkhlet form on Cg(M"). Lax and Phillips [21] proved THEOREM 2.1 [21] . The essential spectrum of -A is [((n-1)/2)*, cc). The point spectrum consists at most of finitely many eigenvalues of finite multiplicity in [0, ((n - 
The absence of embedded eigenvalues is a consequence of the infinite volume of M"; see [21] . In finite volume, embedded eigenvalues need not be absent although it appears that they are "generically" absent [S, 31, 321. Let
We want to find spectral representations and eigenfunction expansions for -A. To do so we will prove the existence of boundary values R'(l) = R(L + i0) as maps between certain function spaces B(M") and B*(M"), defined as follows. Let dist(., .) denote geodesic distance on M", let x() E M", let Ro=O and R,=2'-' for j>l, and let Q,= (x E M": R,-i < dist(x, x0) < Rj} for ja 1. Finally, let Il.lln, be the L2-norm in Qj with respect to volume measure on M". Then B(M") and B*(M") denote the completions of C:(M") in the respective norms II ti II B,Mn)= f R;'* II1cllln, j= I and These spaces are modeled after the analogous spaces for scattering theory on L2( Rn) introduced by Agmon and Hijrmander [3] . They are Banach spaces, and B*(M") is dual to B(M"). Different choices of x0 give setwise equal spaces with equivalent norms. In Theorem 3.6, we will introduce equivalent norms which are analytically more tractable. Since B(M") contains C;(w), the maps R * (1) have Schwartz kernels G'(x, JJ; 1) which are actually C" for x # )' (cf. [29] ). Suitable limits of these kernels should give the eigenfunctions. To get them, we obtain the leading-order asymptotic behavior of R * (n)f, f~ Cc (M"), in terms of certain maps a,:: Cg(M") 3 f -+ CX(Q); these maps are essentially L2-traces on the "sphere at infinity" of the functions U' = R *(A)$ Their Schwartz kernels E' (x, o; 2) are the generalized eigenfunctions of -d (cf. Remark 5.8). We will show in [29] that the E'(x, w; 1) are actually C" and meromorphic in 1.
THE GEOMETRY AT INFINITY
In this section, we compute the metric and Laplace-Beltrami operator on it4" in certain neighborhoods of infinity. Recall that, with the Euclidean (R") topology on the charts of M", we may form the closure 8", a C" manifold with boundary Q. By the Collar Neighborhood Lemma (Milnor [27] ), there is a compact subset K of the interior of AP such that @'\K is diffeomorphic to Z x Q, where Z= [0, 1). We will construct such a diffeomorphism explicitly, and by a change of variables construct a diffeomorphism of lR+ x 52 and M"\K which allows us to compute the Laplace-Beltrami operator in a form convenient for subsequent analysis.
First. Proof Let {b;},"=, b e a C" partition of unity subordinate to the boundary charts in an atlas for ii;i", let R be a compact subset of the interior of I@" such that I,"=, 4i= 1 on A?"\K, and let v=Cy=, divi, where vi is the vector field 8/8~~ in local coordinates. Let yiK be the transition map (hyperbolic isometry) from the kth to the ith chart, and let 7: denote the induced map on tangent vectors. Then, in the ith chart, We claim that y,ltv satisfies the estimates (3.1), from which the lemma follows. This is a consequence of the fact that yiK maps the flow lines of a/+ in the kth chart into semicircles normal at y = 0 in the ith chart. 1
Now let Z(t, o) and j(t, w) denote the solutions to the integrated flow equations for v, fi(t, w) = o + s ' j+, co) I'(%@, w), )i(s, w)) ds "
where 1 < i < n -1. Since ,the I' are C", Xi and jj exist for short times and are also C". For E >O small enough, we may define a map r+k [0, E) x s2 + li;r" by $(t, w) = (X(t, o), j( t, 0)). By the integral equations where Znthesematrices(~~),Ais(n-l)x1,Bis(n-l)x(n-1),Cis1x1,and D is 1 x (n -1). M, is the matrix (L%'/W), 1 6 i, j< n -1, and Zk denotes the k x k identity matrix.
The estimates (3.4) and (3.5) are direct consequences of (3.3). They show that 4h, is nonsingular for small t, so that $ is a diffeomorphism.
Fix an E > 0 and introduce "stretched" local coordinates w' = E ~ 'o on Q. Denote by Q, the Riemannian manifold obtained from R by equipping it with the metric (p~'(sw') dw". Let C,"(aB' x Sz,) denote the smooth functions 4 on Iw + x Q, such that the seminorms are all finite. Let dE: [w+ x 52, -+ (0, E) x Q be the diffeomorphism q5,(7, 0') = (&e-I, a~'). For functions j E C=( [0, E) x Q), let ~~(7, co') = (jaq5,)(7',o).
Then ~,~C~(tR+x8,) and
Now define a diffeomorphism I,G~: [w + x Q, -+ M" by t,bE(7, co') = ($0 4E)(7, w'). Observe that K(E) = M"\Ran $E is compact in the (nonEuclidean) metric topology on M" since it contains no neighborhood of the boundary Q. Setting x=X 0 4,, !I= j 0 $,, and similarly for h (cf. (3.3)), we have THEOREM 3.3. For all sufficiently small E > 0, there exist a compact subset K(E) of M" and a dtffeomorphism $,I Iw + x 52, + M"\K(&) such that the induced hyperbolic metric gii(q co') on [w + x Q2, satisfies g&T,o') = (1 + e'e-27k(r,0'))-2
Here N, takes the form
N, is a matrix-valued C,"(Iw + x 52,) function, h is a vector-valued Cr( Iw + x Q,) function, and k is a C,"(Iw + x Sz,) function. k and the matrix elements of h and N2 obey the untformity (3.7).
The theorem follows from Lemma 3.2, the remarks above, and straightforward calculation. A straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.3 is COROLLARY 3.4. With the notation of Theorem 3.3, for all sufficiently small E > 0, we have g = det g,= (p2('-n)e2'nP 'jr( 1 + s2 ee2'r,(t, co')), (3.9) where ra E C,"(IW+ x Q,). Moreover, let A denote the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Iw + x 52, with the metric (3.8). Then the identity + Ee p'P,(d,, e-' V,.) (3.10)
holds. Here P, is a second-order differential operator with C,"([w + x 0,) coefficients. rE and the coefficients of P, obey the uniformity (3.7) as E varies.
Remark3.5. The proof is a consequence of the fact that level surfaces of r are exponentially close to level surfaces of -log y in local coordinates and that these in turn are exponentially close to level sets of the geodesic distance from any fixed point of M". Remark 3.7. After this work was done we learned from Epstein [9] that one can use the methods of [S] to obtain coordinates similar to ours using a construction which is more natural geometrically. In this case the metric on the boundary at infinity is a constant negative curvature metric rather than the Euclidean metric obtained here. One can also analyze the geometry of M" near infinity using ideas of [37] . We want to examine the behavior of ZJ in a neighborhood of infinity. Let p E P(lR') with p(r) = 0 for 0 <t < 1 and p(r) = 1 for T > 2. Choose an E > 0 and x, E C;(M") with xE = 1 in a neighborhood of the compact set K(E) (cf. Theorem 3.3) and p( 1 -x,) = p. Set jj, = 1 -xE and let u= yiPm443 4= Qlh(ll.fb4;'). QE is a first-order differential operator with compactly supported coefficients, so IIQ,((x,u)~J/,l)II,,.+xn,) is controlled by local L*(M")-norms of u and J: P, has C;(lR + x a,) coeffkients which obey bounds uniform in E >O (cf. (3.7) and the accompanying discussion). Motivated by this calculation, we will study the related equation
for uEB*(R+ xQ,)nP(Rf XQ,) vanishing near r=O and 4 E B( R + x a,) n Cm( IF8 + x 52,). We denote the spaces B*( R+ x 52,) and B(R + x a,) simply by B* and E in the remainder of this section. We also define a norm-closed subspace 8* of B* by
To study (4.3') we want to regard L, as a small perturbation of LO= -a2+e-*'A r WI. To do so, we need holds, where C, is independent of j and q4 and uniformly bounded as Q ranges otjer differential operators Gth coefficients contained in a bounded subset of C,"(Rf x Q,).
Remark. The sets nj were defined in Section 3.
Proof: We first note the relations, true for 4 E C,"(R + x Sz,),
Ile-' Vdl12 + Il~,dl12 = (9, Ld) In the rest of this paper, we assume that E has been chosen small enough so that Remark 4.2(b) is valid.
We now prove a basic a priori estimate for solutions of (4.3'). Our proofs follow closely the pattern of Constantin's [6] paper on Schrodinger scat-tering for Euclidean domains with infinite boundaries. norm Denote by ll.lll the on L2-traces on constant r hypersurfaces, and by (., .), the associated inner product. We note for use below that the B*-norm is equivalent to h,(r) = 114llZ + II~ep*P,41~.
A short calculation using (4.3') (cf. [6] where a similar calculation is done) shows that the differential inequality hi(r)2 -/It'*(7)h:'?(r)+h;(s)+2hz(t) (4.8) holds. It implies LEMMA 4.3. Let vEb.*nC", cjEBnC" and ZE@+ (resp.zE@-) be such that (4.3') holds. Then:
(a) The estimate holds for a suitable compact subset K2 of Iw + x !2 independent of v and qi (resp. the same estimate with 0, replaced by D&v). Here C(z) may be chosen uniformly in z in a compact subset of @ + (resp. @ -). Part (a) follows by applying the squaring inequality ab<t(p2a2 +pP2b2) to terms arising in (4.9) from the substitution of (4.10). The proof of (b) is a simple modification of the proof of (a). Let /r&r) = &t)h,(t), and similarly define h,, and h,,. By (4.8) the differential inequality holds. We now repeat the proof of (a), using the fact that ,&(t)/~~(t) -+ 0 as t + cc uniformly in 6 E (0, 1). 1 Next, we estimate u itself. On the other hand, the trivial identity implies that
By (4.11), the second right-hand term in (4.12 ) is bounded by (4.12)
Hence Using (4.10) to control the P, term, integrating from 0 to R, and dividing by R, we obtain the desired inequality using (4.6). 1
Below, we will construct boundary values of R(z) as weak limits when f Im z JO, z E @ *. The following lemma will be useful, Proof. We will show that holds for R > 1. Thus, it suffices to show that the right-hand side of (4.14) converges to zero uniformly in 1. The first right-hand term of (4.14) does so trivially since Ile -'V,,.. ulll B l is uniformly bounded by the uniform boundedness of u, in B* and Lemma 4.1. IID,$u,ljB. is uniformly bounded for the same reason, so by (4.7b) the second right-hand term converges to zero uniformly in 1 if I/e-'P,u,ll B + IIQE((jE~I) 0 II/;')ll, is uniformly bounded in 1. The Q, term is bounded by local f.'-norms of U, and f,, and so is uniformly bounded, while the P, term is uniformly bounded by Remark 4.2(c). Finally, to control the third term, we first note that the QE term is identically zero for large R. The term involving $I is dominated by -A), the direct sum of the subspace spanned by L2-eigenvalues of -A and the absolutely continuous spectral subspace. Now let u: = R * (AM; where f~ Cg"( M"). We will define certain "traces at infinity" a:(f) of the solutions u,: which extend to bounded maps from B(M") to L2(Q, dw). We will then define In other words, F$ give incoming and outgoing spectral representations for -A.
The proofs of both theorems follow standard lines in stationary scattering theory (cf., e.g., [ 1, 2, 6, 14, 341) . We will give a complete proof of Theorem 5.1 and sketch the proof of Theorem 5.2, omitting details which are essentially identical to those found in [6] .
In what follows, we denote by 8*(Mn) the subspace of all u E B*(W) with tl=p((X,u)~*;')~~*([W+ xQ,). We first give an optimal unicity result for solutions of the homogeneous equation where $ was defined in Lemma 3.2, I]R(w') = (&eKR, EO'), and E is chosen in accordance with Remark 4.2(a) and the discussion following Remark 4.2. With this parameterization, the metric on S, induced by the hyperbolic metric on M" is the (n -1) x (n -1) submatrix (gRhj=gi+I, j+l9 where g, is given by Theorem 3.3. Hence, there is a Cr( [w + x Q,) function m I such that gR=det(gR),i=e2"'P"'(1 +ePrm,(r, w')) cp*'"-". By passing to subsequences we may suppose that {u,} has a weak-* limit point u,. We claim that (1) u,, # 0 and (2) u, E B*(M"). Claims (1) and (2) where the limit is meant in the sense of strong convergence in L*(Q,, do'). Using the chartwise unitary dilation (U$)(w) = E-("-'J/'&E-'w) from L*(Q,, do') to L2(f2, do), we may then set a,f (f) = u 0 a?(f). is the unique element of 8*(lw' x a,) such that u: -e'"'(f)EB*(R+ x52,).
Proof. We give the proof for a:. Let E,t,(f)(o') = eC'"*v:(z, co'). The q, form a bounded sequence in L*(R+ x Q,, tN dz dw') for all N> 0 by Remark 4.4 and Lemma 4.7. It suffices to show that {qn} has a unique limit point for any choice of 1, + A. Passing to any weakly convergent subsequence of {qn} we note that the corresponding ut converge weakly to u:, so that the 9, converge in Lf,, to DT&u: by elliptic estimates. Hence the ye,, have a unique limit in L*(R+ xQ,,rNdrdo ') and (4) (ii) there exist numbers M, such that, letting fij = Qj-, u Qj v Sz,, , , the estimate holds for all u E CT ( fij), and C;C=, MjRj < 00. EXAMPLE 6.3. Let V be a first-order, symmetric differential operator with C" coefficients, let v' be its restriction to Cr(M"\K(v)), and let I/" be the induced operator on C,"(lR + x Q,). Write 
